STUDENTS’ INDUCTION PROGRAMME: BRIDGING GAPS - 2021
A three - day online Students’ Induction Programme: Bridging Gaps was conducted
through online from 04th October 2021 to 06th October 2021 for I UG & I PG students of all
disciplines. With the blessings of Our Revered Directress Amba and revered Secretary Amba, the
programme commenced with prayer. Benediction message was given by our Directress Yatiswari
Vinayakapriya Amba, followed by the inaugural address by our Esteemed Principal Dr.R.Uma
Rani.
The objective of the programme is to help new students adjust and feel comfortable in the
new environment, inculcate in them the ethos and culture of the institution, help them to build
bonds with other students and faculty members and expose them to a sense of larger purpose and
self – exploration. It also stimulates different qualities, information and action amongst the new
entrants and also create an overview about the institution.
The programme was planned with 21 eminent lecturers in which students were enlightened
on the following topics viz College Orientation, Human Values, Importance of learning Hindi and
Sanskrit, Articulation and Idea Fixation, Scholarship details, Library, Sports, SSC - A Virtual
Glimpse, Health and Hygiene, NSS, Mentoring and Counseling, Seminar / Workshop / Projects /
EVS / Society Connected Activities, Advanced Diploma Courses, Continuous Semester
Assessment, Entrepreneurship, NPTEL / MOOC Courses, NCC, YRC, Placement and
Documentary on Founders. The last session was ‘Department Orientation’ by the Heads of the
Departments. Video show and power point presentation about various activities were presented.
The resource persons elaborated about the origin and development of the college, how
students are to be in the college, inculcated human values such as morals, integrity, peaceful life,
respecting others, honesty, caring, kindness, adjustment, self-confidence, commitment and selflearning, State and Government scholarships to pursue studies, availability of study materials and
books for competitive examinations in the library, availability of facilities in the college,
calculation of internal and CGPA, how to become an entrepreneur, benefits of joining NSS, NCC
and YRC, how to enter into job market and finally a video show about our college and our founders
was screened.
The students were permitted to express their views as feedback and it was recorded for
further action plan. No. of Beneficiaries: 907

